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ABSTRACT: 

Recently, two novel PET devices have been developed with open geometries, namely: breast and 

prostate-dedicated scanners. The breast-dedicated system comprises two detector rings of twelve 

modules with a field of view of 170mm x 170mm x 94mm. Each module consists of a continuous 

trapezoidal LYSO crystal and a PSPMT. The system has the capability to vary the opening of the 

rings up to 60 mm in order to allow the insertion of a needle to perform a biopsy procedure. The 

prostate system has an open geometry consisting on two parallel plates separated 28 cm. One 

panel includes 18 detectors organized in a 6x3 matrix while the second one comprises 6 detectors 

organized in a 3x2 matrix. All detectors are formed by continuous LYSO crystals of 50mm x 

50mm x15mm, and a SiPM array of 12 x12 individual photo-detectors. The system geometry is 

asymmetric maximizing the sensitivity of the system at the prostate location, located at about 2/3 

in the abdomen-anus distance. 

 

The reconstructed images for PET scanners with open geometries present severe artifacts due to 

this peculiarity. These artifacts can be minimized using Time Of Flight information (TOF). In this 

work we present a TOF resolution study for open geometries. With this aim, the dedicated breast 

and prostate systems have been simulated using GATE (8.1 version) with different TOF 

resolutions in order to determine the image quality improvements that can be achieved with the 

existing TOF-dedicated electronics currently present in the market. The images have been 

reconstructed using the LMOS algorithm including TOF modeling in the calculation of the voxel-

Line Of Response emission probabilities. 
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1. Introduction 

Currently, there are three trends in the design of human Positron Emission Tomograph (PET) 

scanners. The conventional one is roughly based on the design of detector rings of about 70 cm 

of transaxial Field Of View (FOV) and about 20 cm of axial FOV. A second approach in the 

research area consists in the design of total body PET systems that aim to completely explore the 

patient. It is essentially characterized by a 200 cm axial length [1].  The last approach consists in 

the design of less-bulky and cost-effective, organ-dedicated systems [2-6]. The development of 

organ-dedicated PET systems tries to overcome current limitations in prevention, diagnosis and 

treatment of certain common diseases. These systems can have certain advantages such as, 

enhancement of sensitivity, increasing the solid angle of detection, improving the spatial 

resolution to provide more detail of the structure of pathologies, lowering the tracer dose, reducing 

the scanner costs, even providing portability due to their reduced dimensions or a combination of 

them. 

Cylindrical PET geometries (with axial symmetry) provide an optimal performance and 

sensitivity. However, the most suitable geometries for dedicated PET scanners exhibit a limited 

angular tomography that varies depending on the application. This is a serious drawback, as the 

sensitivity is drastically reduced. Besides there is a lack of information about the opening axis, 

which causes serious artifacts. One way to partially remove artifacts is by using the Time Of 

Flight (TOF) information of the annihilation photons in the image reconstruction process. This 

consists in measuring the time difference between arrival of the two photons and localizing the 

position of the positron annihilation along the Line Of Response (LOR). The accuracy of the 

method will dependent on the time measurement precision. With this method one can reduce the 

uncertainty of the emission probability of the voxels for the corresponding LORs (see figure 1).  

Our group has a large experience working in the development of dedicated PET systems. 

Recently, two PET scanners have been developed with open geometries: breast and prostate-

dedicated systems. In this work we present a TOF resolution study for such open geometries.  In 

order to perform our analysis, these two systems have been simulated with GATE 8.1 version 

(http://www.opengatecollaboration.org) using different TOF resolutions to determine the image 

quality improvements that can potentially be obtained with the existing TOF-dedicated 

electronics present in the market. The images have been reconstructed using a modified TOR 
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projector [7] with List Mode algorithm [8], which includes the TOF modeling in the calculation 

of voxel-LOR emission probabilities.  

 

Figure 1. TOF schematics. A) Without TOF information, all the voxels in the LOR have the same emission probability 

B) with TOF information, the emission probability is modeled according to the accuracy of time.   

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 MAMMOCARE system 

Mammography is the standard imaging technique for breast scanning. This scanning is 

crucial in order to recognize a disease in early stages, however it is not enough to assess whether 

a suspicious finding represents breast cancer, another type of pathology, or just normal tissue. 

Less than 1% of the patients with suspicious results do actually have cancer, therefore, most of 

abnormal mammograms are false-positives requiring an additional evaluation [9]. Last trends in 

research for breast cancer diagnosis have demonstrated the potential of dedicated Breast Positron 

Emission Tomography (dBPET) functional imaging as a complementary diagnosis tool and it is 

specially indicated for women for whom evaluation and diagnosis with standard methods present 

additional difficulties (i.e., cystic or radiographically dense breast) [10]. 

 

The MAMMOCARE project has developed a dBPET-guided breast biopsy system [11] 

(see figure 2). The prototype consists of an examination table (where the patient is placed in prone 

position), a PET imaging module and complete biopsy system. The PET system comprises two 

detector rings of twelve modules each, with a field of view of 170mm x 170mm x 94mm. Each 

module contains a single LYSO continuous (not pixelated) scintillation crystal coupled to a 

PSPMT and electronic readout board. The system has the capability to vary the ring openings up 

to 60 mm in order to allow the insertion of a needle to perform the biopsy procedure. Two pallets 

support the breast during the biopsy procedure with a minimum compression. The soft 

compression is performed manually by the operator and includes a torque limiter to prevent 

possible patient injuries caused by the operator. One of the pallets presents an entrance window 

to allow the insertion of the needle. The system comprises two detector rings of twelve modules 

with a field of view of 170mm x 170mm x 94mm.  
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2.2 PROSPET system 

Prostate Cancer (PCa) is the most common form of cancer in adult male, closely followed 

by lung and colorectal cancer. Furthermore, PCa is currently the second most common cause of 

cancer that causes death in adult male population. The most commonly used method for imaging 

the prostate is Trans Rectal Ultrasounds (TRUS) [12]. However, less than 60% of tumors – usually 

advanced tumors – are visible with TRUS [13].   

 

 Our group is currently developing a dedicated prostate PET, PROSPET, with the aim of 

localizing this disease in early stages (see figure 3). This system presents an open geometry 

consisting on two parallel plates separated 340 mm. One panel includes 18 detectors organized in 

a 6x3 matrix while the second one comprises 6 detectors organized in a 3x2 matrix. All detectors 

are formed by continuous LYSO crystals of 50mm x 50mm x15mm and a SiPM array of 12x12 

individual photo-detectors. The system geometry is asymmetric maximizing the sensitivity of the 

system at the prostate location, at about 2/3 from the abdomen-anus distance. The particular 

position of the patient (see figure 3) allows for the future addition of a biopsy system.   

 

 

 
Figure 2. Left: detail of how the biopsy needle is inserted inside the dBPET. As can be seen, the ring opens and there 

is a pallet with a window through which the needle is inserted. Center: Mammocare detector when the configuration 

is totally opened. Right: real installation of Mammocare in NKI hospital (Amsterdam) 

 

Figure 3. Left: patient positioning in PROSPET device. Center: detail of the two detector plates of PROSPET. Right: 

detail of the electronics of PROSPET, showing the LYSO crystal coupled to the SiPM and the front-end electronics. 
 

2.3 Methods 

In this work we evaluate the needed TOF resolution in order to eliminate the artifacts caused 

by the open geometry of the previously mentioned dedicated systems. With this aim, both systems 

have been simulated using GATE version 8.1 (see figure 4). Different virtual sources of 511keV 

back-to-back photons were simulated in order to accelerate the simulations. Each simulation 

lasted 5 seconds. Low statistics for the coincidences were recorded (approximately, 17M for 

MAMMOCARE and 20M for PROSPET), which were similar to a real acquisition. These sources 

were specifically defined and located in the FOV, in order to observe the artifacts produced by 
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the open geometries. For MAMMOCARE, five spherical sources of 10 mm diameter have been 

simulated along its aperture axis. The spheres had 30 mm center -to -center distance. For 

PROSPET the simulation consisted of a sphere of 40 mm of diameter placed at the center of 

transaxial and axial FOV. The results of the simulations were reconstructed using different TOF 

resolutions, more specifically from 10 to 1000 ps for PROSPET and from 1000 to 200 ps for 

MAMMOCARE. The low TOF values analyzed for PROSPET system are not reachable with 

current technology, but this study can be regarded as a proof of concept in the image 

reconstruction field, for such open geometries. The used reconstruction algorithm is LMOS [8] 

with 2 iterations and 5 subsets. The voxel sizes for the reconstruction are 1mm x 1mm x 1 mm 

and with 2 mm x 2 mm virtual pixel sizes to define the LORs. The resolution of the sources for 

MAMMOCARE and the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) for PROSPET were evaluated in the 

reconstructed images. To obtain the resolution, the FHWM of the sources was measured along 

the plane affected by the open geometry. To obtain the SNR we considered a spherical volume of 

interest of 30 mm of diameter inside a homogenous source in the reconstructed image, and, a 

volume of interest of 30 mm outside the source. The ratio between these two values is the 

calculated SNR.  

   

 

Figure 4. Sketch of the MAMMOCARE with open geometry (left) and of PROSPET (right) modelled in GATE. 

3. Results 

For MAMMOCARE system, the limited aperture of the system ring generates artefacts close 

to the border of the FOV, degrading the resolution of the sources. However, when TOF 

information is included, these artefacts tend to be reduced (see figure 5). We plot the values of 

the FWHM of the reconstructed sources versus TOF resolution. As we can see in figure 6, the 

results show an improvement in the resolution that reach reasonable values at 200ps. 

 

Regarding the PROSPET system, the extremely open geometry of the system creates very 

severe artefacts in the reconstruction images without TOF. Figure 7 shows the reconstructed 

simulated cylinder without TOF and with different time resolutions.  In figure 8 the logarithm of 

the SNR is represented versus time resolution.  As we can see, increasing TOF resolution reduces 

the artefact effects, reaching a plateau for the SNR below 100 ps. 
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4. Summary and conclusions 

The state-of-the art commercial TOF-dedicated electronics reach temporal resolutions in the 

range of 300-400ps [14] and continue to improve. Experimental systems have reached up to 150 

ps with only two detector blocks [15]. According to this simulation study the necessary TOF 

resolution needed to limit the artifacts generated by the open geometries for the simulated systems 

is of the order of 100ps for PROSPET and 200ps for MAMMOCARE. 
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Figure 5. Left: reconstructed sources without TOF. Right: reconstructed sources with TOF with a resolution blurring 

of 200 ps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. FWHM for reconstructed sources of MAMMOCARE system. Left: along of the aperture axis. 

Right: along the perpendicular axis to the aperture axis. Colours of the curves correspond to the image 

reconstructed legend. 
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